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The microchannel plate (MCP)/Timepix is one of the promising candidates for highperformance neutron imaging detectors. Since it is important to know the detection efficiency to
plan experiments, we propose simple procedures to evaluate the wavelength-dependent detection
efficiency of the MCP/Timepix detector. The wavelength-dependent efficiency curve can easily
be evaluated by comparison with the neutron-induced prompt gamma-ray counts. The efficiency
increases with the wavelength up to roughly 5 Å and eventually saturates. All neutrons with a
wavelength of more than 5 Å are fully absorbed in the neutron-sensitive MCP. The activation
effect in the MCP/Timepix detector is also investigated. We confirmed additional counts
originating from the activation effect of aluminum, which was used in the detector entrance
window. The contribution of the additional counts due to the detector activation was less than 10−4
compared with the neutron counts.

1.

Introduction

Energy-resolved neutron imaging has been expected to expand the applicability of neutron
analysis methods in materials science. Energy-resolved images can effectively be performed
by combining a pulsed neutron source and a time-resolving camera in the neutron time-offlight (TOF) method. Pulsed-neutron-source facilities have been built or are being prepared to
fabricate instruments for energy-selective neutron imaging, such as RADEN in the Japan Proton
Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) and Imaging and Materials Science and Engineering
(IMAT) in ISIS, which is under commission at the present time.(1–3) To fully utilize the capabilities
of pulsed sources in imaging experiments, novel detection technologies are being developed.
These detectors should have a time-resolving capability, high detection efficiency, high spatial
resolution, and stability. At present, a promising candidate is the borated-microchannel plate (MCP)
detector combined with an array of Timepix chips, which are high-performance applicationspeciﬁc integrated circuit (ASIC) readout chips.(4,5) The borated-MCP, which is fabricated by
Nova Scientific Inc., can work as a highly efficient neutron-to-electron converter with high spatial
resolution. A stack of two or three MCPs can be used to perform sufficient amplification of the
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electron signal produced by the neutron-sensitive MCP. The electron signal is read out by a finely
pixelated Timepix readout chip with 55 mm pixel size and a 256 × 256 matrix of pixels per single
chip with a 14 × 14 mm2 active area. The Timepix chip can also be operated in the time-resolved
counting mode. This type of detector is being installed at the ISIS pulsed neutron source as the
time-resolving neutron imaging camera. The most important advantage of this detector is its small
pixel size. At present, the 55 μm pixel size is the smallest one in neutron imaging detectors and
provides the highest spatial resolution. In addition, the small pixel size of the Timepix chip can
reduce count rates per pixel and allows operation under high flux conditions.(6,7)
Some basic performances of the MCP/Timepix detector, such as the detection efficiency, and
spatial and time resolutions, have already been investigated.(8,9) However, no detailed study on the
energy-dependent or wavelength-dependent detection efficiency has been carried out for the present
generation of devices, except for the theoretical predictions(4,10) and experimental data are sparse.(8)
This information is useful for planning experiments of new energy-selective imaging applications,
such as neutron resonance transmission imaging and stress mapping via Bragg-edge analysis.(11,12)
In this paper, we propose simple procedures for evaluating the energy- or wavelength-dependent
detection efficiency of the MCP/Timepix detector. In addition, we investigate the effects related to
detector activation by neutrons. This contribution to the detector response is also important when
an opaque sample with very low neutron transmittance is measured. Activation signals might have
a relatively significant contribution in that case.

2.

Experimental Setup

The neutron-sensitive MCP has a relatively high content of boron in the glass matrix, in which
boron acts as a converter of slow neutrons to energetic charged particles through 10B(n, α)7Li
reactions. In addition, gadolinium atoms are also doped into the glass and convert neutrons to
electrons emitted by internal conversion after Gd neutron absorption. These energetic particles
induce the emission of secondary electrons from the inner surface of MCP pores. The emitted
electrons are multiplied in the MCP and read out with the Timepix chip, which was developed
within the Medipix collaboration at CERN.(13) The detector used in these experiments utilizes a
chevron stack of two MCPs. The top MCP is neutron sensitive, 50 mm in diameter, and 0.8 mm
thick and has 8 μm pores hexagonally packed with 10.5 μm pitch. The bottom MCP is a standard
electron multiplier MCP manufactured by Hamamatsu Photonics. The standard MCP is 50 mm
in diameter and 0.6 mm thick and has 10 μm pores with 12 μm pitch. The MCP stack is mounted
at roughly 0.5 mm from the Timepix readout chip.(5) The present MCP/Timepix detector uses a
2 × 2 array of Timepix chips, forming a matrix of 512 × 512 pixels. The total field of view is 28
× 28 mm2. The Timepix chip was operated with the event timing mode in order to acquire timeresolved images. In neutron TOF measurements, energy-resolved neutron images can be obtained.
In the event timing mode, the time resolution is tunable depending on the recorded time range in
TOF measurements. The minimum time resolution is 10 ns but, in this case, the recorded TOF
range will be quite narrow owing to the finite number of recordable time bins.(5) Generally, the
energy or wavelength resolution depends on not only the detector time resolution but also the
neutron pulse width of the beamline.
Almost all experiments were conducted on the Larmor beamline in ISIS. The Larmor beamline
is one of the beamlines of ISIS Target Station 2 (TS2), which is fundamentally a multipurpose
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instrument for small-angle neutron scattering (SANS), diffraction, and spectroscopy utilizing the
Larmor precession of polarized neutrons. This beamline is operated with the repetition rate of 10
Hz, a maximum neutron intensity around 3 Å in wavelength, and a 30 × 30 mm2 beam size. In
these tests, the flight path from the neutron source to the detector was roughly 26 m.
To evaluate the energy- or wavelength-dependent neutron detection efficiency, we must obtain
the TOF spectrum of the incident neutron beam. The spectrum shape can be determined by
measuring prompt gamma rays emitted from a neutron shielding plate, which can fully absorb
relatively low-energy neutrons. Since an energy spectrum of prompt gamma rays is independent
of incident neutron energy, the detector response to the prompt gamma ray can be used as an
appropriate index of incident neutron intensity. A 3-mm-thick Cd plate was used for the neutron
shielding. We placed the plate in front of the MCP detector entrance window when measuring
the prompt gamma rays. In order to evaluate the influence of stray background neutrons, we
also measured the detector response when the plate was placed at a distance of 350 mm from the
detector.
We additionally confirmed the absolute detection efficiency by comparison with a reference
detector, whose efficiency was already determined. This experiment was conducted at the IMAT
beamline in ISIS, which is a neutron imaging beamline in TS2.(2,3) The IMAT has almost the same
neutron energy spectrum as the Larmor beamline because both beamlines view the same neutron
moderator. The flight path of the IMAT beamline is roughly 56 m. The neutron flux of the IMAT
beamline was evaluated with the reference detector. In the IMAT beamline, a small GS1 Li glass
scintillator, in which Li is in natural isotopic abundance, was used as reference detector. Neutrons
are almost transparent to this detector because of its small size and low 6Li content. This means
that the detection efficiency is simply proportional to the neutron absorption cross section of 6Li,
which is proportional to the neutron wavelength or inversely proportional to the neutron velocity,
and can easily be corrected.
In order to check the detector activation effect, we irradiated the detector for more than 4 h at
the Larmor beamline. Just after stopping neutron irradiation, we began to measure the detector
counts due to its activation.

3.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the TOF spectrum of neutron counts obtained with the MCP/Timepix detector
at the Larmor beamline. The counts of the MCP/Timepix detector are influenced by the overlap
counting loss. All the results shown in this paper were corrected with the overlap correction
procedures proposed by Tremsin et al.(14) Neutron pulses have maximum intensity at around 16
ms, which corresponds to the neutron wavelength of 2.5 Å. Figure 2 shows the TOF spectra of
the neutron-induced prompt gamma ray from the Cd shielding plate placed at different distances
from the MCP detector. The prompt gamma-ray spectra also have a peak shape similar to that of
neutron pulses. This means that the MCP/Timepix detector has nonzero sensitivity to the prompt
gamma rays. As described above, the energy spectrum of the prompt gamma ray is independent
of the incident neutron energy and the prompt gamma-ray detection efficiency is constant. This
means that the prompt gamma-ray counts are proportional to the incident neutron intensity if
all neutrons are absorbed by the shielding plate. In a 3-mm-thick Cd plate, almost all neutrons
are absorbed at wavelengths greater than 0.5 Å. In this wavelength region, the relative neutron
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Fig. 1. (Color online) TOF spectrum of neutron
counts obtained with the MCP/Timepix detector at
the Larmor beamline.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) TOF spectra of neutroninduced prompt gamma ray from Cd (t = 3 mm)
shielding plate. This spectrum was obtained at the
Larmor beamline.

detection efficiency can be evaluated from the ratio of the neutron counts to the prompt gamma-ray
counts. Figure 3 shows the wavelength dependence of the relative neutron detection efficiency of
the MCP/Timepix detector obtained by comparison with the results for the Cd prompt gamma rays.
The calculated absorption with 10B in the MCP is also plotted. In this calculation, the 10B content
was assumed to be 2.3 × 1020 atoms/cm2. Although we have no details on the composition of the
neutron-sensitive MCP, this 10B content is roughly consistent with the description in the patent of
Nova Scientific Inc.(15) The MCP/Timepix detector can fully stop neutrons with a wavelength of
more than 5 Å. We note that the full stoppage of neutrons does not mean 100% detection. Some
fraction of neutron absorption events cannot induce a significant level of signals and might be lost
as uncounted events. The counting efficiency depends on the MCP gain and the threshold level of
the Timepix readout chip. In these experiments, the MCP gain was not fully optimized and some
events fell below the threshold level of the discriminator. By increasing the applied high voltage
to the MCP or adjusting the threshold level, the absolute detection efficiency would be improved to
the detection efficiency values exceeding 50%, as demonstrated previously.(4,8,10)
In order to validate the simple evaluation procedures of the wavelength-dependent detection
efficiency, we compared the efficiency curve with the absolute detection efficiency measured
at the IMAT beamline, where the neutron flux was evaluated with the GS1 reference detector.
Figure 4 shows the absolute detection efficiency of the MCP/Timepix detector evaluated at the
IMAT beamline. The efficiency curve simply evaluated with the prompt gamma ray agrees with
the absolute efficiency obtained by the GS1 reference detector. The proposed simple procedure
can evaluate the wavelength-dependent detection efficiency without the reference detector, whose
detection efficiency curve has already been determined.
Figure 5 shows the time trend of the detector counts before and after closing the neutron shutter.
The neutron shutter was closed at the vertical line in this figure. The detector was still counting
with a low count rate even after closing the neutron shutter. The count rate immediately decreased
without the neutron beam. In order to characterize the decay behavior, the short measurements
were repeatedly conducted. Figure 6 shows the decay characteristics of the count rate just after
closing the neutron shutter. Since the count rate exponentially decreased, the data were fitted with
an exponential decay curve with a constant background. The half-life determined by the fitting
process is 155 s. This decay behavior is considered to originate from activated 28Al, which has a
half-life of 2.24 min. The detector entrance window consists of a sub-millimeter-thick Al plate at
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Absolute detection efficiency
of the MCP/Timepix detector evaluated at the IMAT
beamline.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Wavelength dependence of
relative neutron detection efficiency of the MCP/
Timepix detector obtained by comparison with the
results for Cd prompt gamma rays. Calculated
absorption with 10B (10B content: 2.3 × 1020 atoms/
cm2) is also plotted.
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Time trend of detector counts
before and after closing the neutron shutter.
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Decay characteristics of
count rate owing to detector activation. This time
trend started to be recorded just after closing the
neutron shutter.

the active area. Beta particles emitted from the activated entrance window can reach the MCP and
generate signals. After neutron irradiation for half an hour, the aluminum activation completely
saturates because of its short half-life. The contribution of additional counts due to the activation
is less than 10−4 compared with neutron counts.

4.

Conclusions

We proposed simple procedures to evaluate the wavelength-dependent detection efficiency of
the MCP/Timepix detector. We evaluated the wavelength-dependent efficiency curve compared
with the neutron-induced prompt gamma-ray counts. The efficiency increased with increasing
wavelength and eventually saturated at wavelengths above 5 Å. All neutrons with wavelength
longer than 5 Å were fully absorbed. This efficiency behavior was consistent with the boron
content in the MCP glass matrix.
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We additionally investigated the activation effect in the MCP/Timepix detector. We confirmed
that additional counts originate from the neutron activation of aluminum, which was used as the
detector entrance window. The contribution of the additional counts due to detector activation was
less than 10−4 compared with the neutron counts. This contribution was quite small but should be
considered when opaque samples with low neutron transmittance are measured.
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